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A highly intuitive, stream-lined menu system

Visit www.trinitymaths.com
for more information
or to download these
12 Topic Files FREE

integrates 100+ topic files comprising 4000+

interactive, dynamic and animated activities. Each
topic file’s menu is driven by teaching objectives
derived from the content of the New National

Curriculum for Mathematics Programme of Study for
Key Stages 2, 3 and 4. Activities are presented in

System Requirements
• MS Excel 2007, 2010, 2013 with macros enabled
• Windows 7, 8, 10
• Suitable for all types of PCs, notebooks and
interactive whiteboards
• Minimum screen/projector resolution of 1024×768

increasing order of mathematical difficulty within each
topic file to aid lesson design and enable progression
in learning to develop with pace and purpose.

Visit www.trinitymaths.com for more information

What do teachers and expert reviewers say about Trinity Maths?
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Trinity Maths, teachers would be lacking a unique and

more easily. I use it to revisit material giving the

Phil Smith, Head of Maths

fantastic title which deserves a place in every Maths

“An Excel based resource which generates a

Secondary school site licence:

teem evaluation

section is particularly impressive bringing a degree

In many cases complex topics will be understood

effective tool for teaching and learning of the subject.”

whole class more practice in a topic area. A truly
department in the country.”

“The resource holds pupils’ attention and stimulates
thinking. Pupils ask more questions and have a

previously unseen determination to master the maths
on offer.”

of interactivity to Excel which surprised me. Has the

find it fun to use too!”

Bob Larcombe, Head of Maths

“Presentation is clear, colourful and interactive.
Solutions are frequently annotated with generic

strategies, supporting students’ development of

understanding alongside technique. The authors

have gone to some lengths to embed activities in

real-life contexts. My students feel it is both engaging
and authoritative. Far superior to the many electronic
textbooks on the market.”

TES Review, Jennie Golding, AST & Head of Maths

Please POST your purchase order to:

Craig Barton, TES Secondary Maths Subject Adviser

and my pupils were fascinated by it. Those

The visual impact motivates learners and teachers

30-day invoice.

Certainly the best of its kind.”

“Trinity Maths has a huge store of interactive

eStarters Ltd, 13 Athol Road, Sheffield, S8 0PA, UK
Alternatively email your purchase order to:
info@estarters.com

use. I was mesmerised by the wealth of resources

Please contact us if you require more information on:

responsible know how to produce material that looks

0772 581 7035

appealing to both teacher and learner.”

Plenty of interactivity as it is easy to change parameters.
Short learning curve before the teacher/learner

becomes effective. Strongly supports experimentation.
Compelling and enjoyable with lots of challenging

Trinity Maths

Third-generation teaching software for primary and secondary schools

After 15 years of research & development, Version 3 of

this BETT Award nominated programme now addresses
the broader, deeper, increased demands of the new

National Curriculum and new GCSE (9-1). It contains a

vast array of versatile teaching content which can be used
within all phases of the mathematics lesson. The activities
engage and enthuse pupils and empower teachers with

an intuitive and highly effective resource which is a delight
to teach with and inspiring for pupils to learn from.

Activities support differentiation through annotations and

methods and are adaptable for extension and enrichment
work. Trinity Maths incorporates classic traditional and
new innovative approaches to teaching all topics at all

TES Review, Peter Ransom, Leading Maths Teacher

“Covers the syllabus in a challenging, interesting way.

£499 +VAT
£250 +VAT

Your order is sent first class recorded delivery with a

potential to convey difficult topics in a very clear way.

Denise Armstrong, Head of Maths

resources. Flexible and easy to drive yet powerful.

Primary school site licence:

potentially infinite number of questions. The Geometry

“Absolutely fantastic, very intuitive and a delight to

“I have seen many titles
intended for use with
interactive whiteboards
but never have I
seen one that allows
teachers to exploit the
interactivity and the
main features of an IWB
to the degree that this
programme does.”

Evaluation of

superb resource. It is a joy to use.

“Without the innovation involved in the production of

NEW FOR 2016

Solving Problems Involving Ratio
Solving Problems Involving Ratio (Higher)
Using a Calculator Efficiently 		
Solving Linear Equations
Coordinates and Straight-Line Graphs
Solving Problems Involving Coordinates and Graphs
Pythagoras’ Theorem			
Solving Problems Using Pythagoras’ Theorem
Vectors and Components			
Circular Geoboards
Scatter Graphs of Bivariate Data
Probability Theory

Contact us today to
order your Trinity
Maths site licence

“I am hugely impressed by this incredibly detailed,

TO THE HEAD OF MATHS

levels of ability. It greatly complements algebraic graph

New for 2016/17 - Onsite Training

The author Matt Dunbar is available for hire to provide onsite training for
teachers who wish to get the best out of Trinity Maths in the classroom.
A selection of exclusive additional teaching materials will be provided.

Call or email us to discuss your needs.

plotting and dynamic geometry software most schools
already successfully utilise. With Trinity Maths, the

potential for teachers to skillfully interact with content
embedded with true mathematical integrity is fulfilled

enabling them to teach in a dynamic, investigative and

tasks. Visual and kinaesthetic styles are provided for

explorative style.

leading to lots of discussion. Easily leads to formative
assessment. Can teach material in a variety of ways.
Very open-ended. Excellent in all aspects.”

eStarters Limited

Tel:

S8 0PA, UK

Website:

13 Athol Road, Sheffield,

BETT Awards 2008 Judging Panel

eStarters

Email:

0772 581 7035

info@estarters.com

www.trinitymaths.com

See inside for example screenshots, delighted user feedback and rapturous
professional evaluations which hail Trinity Maths amongst the best in its class.

Number • F D P • Ratio • Calculations

Algebra • Graphs • Equations • Sequences

Geometry • Measures • Statistics • Probability

Your friendly local café owner has to swiftly prepare food, take your money,

Body Mass Index is a formula clinicians and sports scientists frequently

A problem represented by a precise scale drawing of an engaging

skills at performing sums with multiple items. The refresh/change button

corresponding chart enables adults to determine where they are relative

Values for x & t are selected in ±0.1 m increments. This time we are

work out the total cost and calculate your change. This activity tests pupils’

use. Not only is the formula of use in evaluating a BMI value but the

randomly alters the menu, prices and toggles between 2, 3 or 4 items off

situation. This time the typical a, b, c notation is replaced with x, t, d.

to agreed bandings. This screen evaluates two adults’ BMI using metric

the list. Here four different items are selected from the menu with a mix of

finding the longest side of the right angle triangle. In addition to finding

or imperial data. Values can be altered using ±1 unit incremental buttons.

pounds and pence to deal with. Good use of decimals and place value is

a solution algebraically, a scale drawing could be used to evaluate an

The conversion factors are accurate to 4 d.p. enabling the formula to

necessary. Multiplication, addition and subtraction operations all feature.

approximate solution equal to the length of the red line. Integer values of x,

accurately process measures pupils are more familiar with i.e. stones &

Prompting pupils to develop their own set of questions is an excellent

t & d could be chosen but some decimal values based on our knowledge

pounds, feet & inches. Extension questions might look at what amount of

extension to this activity, e.g. What 4-item meal can I have for exactly £7

of Pythagorean Triples also have exact solutions e.g. x = 6.5 m, t = 7.2 m

weight an adult might wish to lose or gain to move from one category or

(mocha, soup, muffin and a taco).

gives a diagonal (hypotenuse) d equal to 9.7 m exactly.

BMI value to another.
Using a Calculator Efficiently

Substituting Into Expressions and Formulae

Solving Problems Using
Pythagoras’ Theorem

This classic exam question is a variation of the common taxi problem

The new National Curriculum includes find the equation of the line through

A rarely accomplished activity to follow the classic 8 triangles or 16

between buying rail tickets for nine people or hire a limo instead. The train

blue line and manipulate the red point P. This then becomes a relatively

32) pentagons. I assure you the limit is 23. Shape X does not exist but

with unit pricing plus fixed charges. Here a comparison must be made

one point with a given gradient. On this screen the user can define a

calculation includes 9 tickets, a % card-fee which results in the need to

quadrilaterals. When I first developed it, I assumed there will be 24 (or

simple task to substitute in the known values of x, y & m and hence solve

round to the nearest penny then add a single transaction fee at the end.

I wouldn’t deter you from telling your pupils the one who finds the lost

a simple equation. Of course one could find the equation of the red line

The limo hire also uses mixed units and seems a good deal with a low

pentagon will go down in mathematical history. In a given time period (15

using geometric methods. In this case the gradient is an integer and by

fixed charge but a crushing mileage cost. Limos appear to be far from

mins) I’d hope a good class would all be able to find at least 16 of them but

following the gradient triangle repeatedly going left 1 unit and down 2

economical to run. Surprisingly the limo is the much cheaper option as

the last 1 or 2 will remain elusive to all pupils. Make a prediction with them

units, the red line intercepts the y-axis at -5. Choosing different values may

costs are shared by nine. It will also be a much classier experience than

at the start of the task on the maximum you expect or offer a prize to any

mean the red line does not cross the visible part of the y-axis making this a

using the train to get to the gig and back.

pupil who finds the rogue shapes (my classes find K, N, V and W are tricky

purely algebraic task.
Best Buys and Cost Comparison Problems

to discover) or who finds 20+ with no congruent repeats.
Solving Problems Involving Coordinates
and Graphs

Polygons and Pinboards

Ratio questions typically appear in a context of sharing an amount of items

Although the first multiplier shown here is 5, the pupils ultimately have to

The randomly generated data in this pictogram reflects one of many

in this atypical case we are given the difference between two shared

one of the easier ones. Potential errors in solving this question may arise

have attended themselves. The revealed content is at the discretion of

between people. Here chips are distributed in a 3-part ratio. However

divide by 11, a high value times table they will need to know but perhaps

quantities and have to reverse engineer the solution. Problems like this

engaging real-life situations. A variety of exercise classes that pupils may

when representing the phrase “Mum is 4 years younger than Dad” within

are now common in assessments. The robust strategy employed here

the teacher. Typically questions on pictograms require pupils to read from

the equation. This means a subtract must be introduced before working

has direct connections to the unitary method pupils will be familiar with

and complete the diagram including neatly drawing a representation of the

out can begin. A final question you might want to ask pupils is what age

implementing. The colours used enable us to identify the connection

data using an icon of their choice or one given to them. The data results in

were Mum and Dad when Liv was born? This might stump some pupils.

between the 3 calculated values which are quite clearly in the same ratio

at least two of the five rows requiring the construction of a half-icon, tricky

Liv was zero at birth (8 years ago) and Mum and Dad were therefore 32

as that originally stated.

if the shape is a man or plane or house or car or movie-camera, but a

and 28 respectively.
Solving Problems Involving Ratio (Higher)

challenge pupils should enjoy and take creative pride in completing.
Solving Problems by Writing Equations

Bar Charts, Pictograms and
Frequency Tables

Comparing and ordering numbers in standard form requires pupils to focus

For each cuboid in this spatial pattern, as n increases the cuboid (initially

At higher level pupils will meet Venn diagrams with three intersecting circles

sample of seven of the current 28 EU member states is given. The median

non-linear and cubic. All activities in this Topic File lead pupils to deduce a

the given data within seven discrete sectors formed where the three circles

on the value of the multiplier (A) as well as the power of 10 (n). A random

1×2×3) expands 1 unit in each direction. Hence the resulting sequence is

is the fourth value in size order and in this case the largest of those

in a variety of possible contexts. This screen prompts pupils to distribute

formula by considering the variation in the shape’s geometrical properties

four values all with 10 to the power of 6. All seven countries here have

overlap. To clarify, 20 goes in first in the middle, 16 next (36 – 20), then 9

with reference to how it originated. They justify and hence find the

significant size populations but are sampled so that the evaluated value

(29 – 20), then 5 (25 – 20). The 4 goes in next (45 – 20 – 16 – 5).

formula through a process of generalisation. Differences in the numerical

can be unambiguously identified as closest to Finland.

Then another 9 (54 – 20 – 16 – 9). The final value of 3 is found by

sequence and/or applying algebraic methods to find the nth term are

subtracting the six already inserted values (20 + 16 + 9 + 5 + 4 + 9) from

sometimes eclipsed by this more logical approach. Once the table is

the total of 66. Since the question begins with All zero must go in the bottom

completed and the formula found, increasing n beyond the scope of the
table allows the teacher to evaluate V for very large shapes.
Solving Problems Involving Standard Form

Core numeracy skills, calculation techniques and problem solving

corner. The final probability is the sum of the three largest sectors divided
Non-Linear Sequences in 2D and 3D
Spatial Patterns

Algebraic graph plotting, spatial patterns and equation solving

by the total. Encourage pupils to (where possible) simplify the final fraction.
Venn Diagrams, Set Notation and Equations

Dynamic geometry, data analysis and experimental modelling

